
 

YB-DS8 8 Tunnel Automatic Tablet Electronic Counting 
Filling Machine 
 

 
 
YB-DSL8 8 Tunnel Automatic Tablet electronic counting filling Machine compared with similar 
products on the market, it has incomparable outstanding advantages in terms of performance, 
quality, appearance, etc., and enjoys a good reputation in the market. Weibang summarizes the 
defects of past products, and continuously improves them. The specifications of YB-DS8 8 Tunnel 
Automatic Tablet electronic counting filling Machine can be customized according to your needs. 
 
The bottle stop device on the bottle delivery track of the conveying bottle mechanism blocks the 
bottles conveyed by the upper equipment at the bottling position and waits for filling. The medicine 
enters the medicine warehouse in an orderly manner through the vibration of the feeding 
corrugated plate. The medicine warehouse is equipped with a counting photoelectric sensor. 
 
Features: 
 
1) Strong compatibility, capable of counting and bottling solid preparations or solid particles such 
as tablets (including special-shaped tablets), capsules, soft capsules (transparent and opaque), 
pills; 
2) Vibration blanking: 8-channel vibrating uniform blanking, unique flap sub-packaging mechanism 
for blanking, uniform and stable discharge, and no damage to drugs; 
3) Anti-high dust: adopting the company's anti-high dust photoelectric sensor technology, it can 
work stably even in the case of high dust; 
4) Accurate counting: the photoelectric sensor counts automatically, and the bottling error is less 
than the national standard; 
5) The special structure of the leaking mouth can prevent the medicine from being blocked, and 
the medicine bottle with a small bottle mouth can also be filled quickly (optional); 



6) High degree of intelligence, with multiple detection and alarm control functions such as no 
bottle, no number, fault self-inspection, etc.; 
7) Supporting functions: automatic detection of lack of bottle photoelectric sensor, automatic 
shutdown; 
8) Simple operation: intelligent design is adopted, and various operating parameters can be set 
according to needs; 
9) Easy maintenance: operators only need simple training to operate, disassembly, cleaning, and 
replacement of parts are simple and convenient, and no tools are required; 
10) Sealed and dust-proof: equipped with a dust removal box to reduce dust pollution (optional). 
 
Technical parameters: 
 

Models YB-DSL 8 

Equipment name  Fully automatic 8-channel electronic counting machine 

Applicable objects 
Pills with a diameter of less than 20 are compatible with capsules 0-5, soft 

capsules, diameter 5.5-diameter 22 plain tablets, special-shaped tablets, sugar-
coated tablets 

Production speed 10-40 bottles/min 

Power supply 220V/50HZ 0.6KW 

Gas consumption  0.6Mpa 3.5L/min 

Equipment size 1360*1530*1700 

Weight 320KG 

 


